
Question Answer
Are participants from the United States eligible to receive funding in 
Cancer Mission proposals?

Applicants from the United States are NOT eligible for funding in proposals submitted to call topics under 
the Mission work programmes.

Under topic HORIZON-MISS-2023-CANCER-01-01, besides immune-
specific therapies, could proposals address other therapies, such as 
radiation therapy and chemotherapy?

Applicants could address any cancer treatment intervention OR cancer care intervention where research 
data in the public domain have demonstrated the immune system can play an important role. Examples: 
all interventions that use cell therapy, vaccines, chemokines, certain chemotherapeutic agents (some are 
more effective in triggering involvement of the immune system than others), antibodies (or antibody-
conjugates), radiotherapy, microbiome-centred interventions, as well as multimodal interventions that 
combine any former intervention with surgery, targeted therapy (i.e. small molecule inhibitors), and/or 
chemotherapy, etc.

Under topic HORIZON-MISS-2023-CANCER-01-01, should the proposal 
address all age groups mentioned in the topic title and in the scope 
(‘childhood, adolescent, adult and elderly cancer patients’)?

Applicants could address one or more age groups mentioned in the topic title and scope, depending on 
the proposal’s aims and objectives.

Is the template for clinical studies mandatory for all clinical studies 
submitted to the following topics within the cancer mission (HORIZON-
MISS-2023-CANCER-01-01 / MISS-2023-CANCER-01-02 / MISS-2023-
CANCER-01-03 / MISS-2023-CANCER-01-04)?

Applicants submitting a proposal including a clinical study (clinical trial or observational study) to cancer 
mission topics HORIZON-MISS-2023-CANCER-01-01, HORIZON-MISS-2023-CANCER-01-02, HORIZON-MISS-
2023-CANCER-01-03 and HORIZON-MISS-2023-CANCER-01-04 under the mission work programme should 
use the clinical study template.

Under topic HORIZON-MISS-2023-CANCER-01-03, could proposals 
address early diagnosis as part of cancer screening, i.e. to identify signs 
of cancer in people without symptoms?

Early diagnosis as part of screening is out of the scope of this call topic. This call topic focuses on ‘cancer 
patients across Europe need access to minimally-invasive, patient-centred diagnostic interventions which 
keep up with increasing demand in a complex and fragmented oncology healthcare landscape with 
increasing healthcare costs.’

Under topic HORIZON-MISS-2023-CANCER-01-03, what is a pragmatic 
clinical trial and how could randomisation be done?

The definition of a pragmatic clinical trial has been included in the call topic: Pragmatic clinical trials focus 
on choosing between care options. Pragmatic trials evaluate effectiveness, such as the effect of 
diagnostics in routine (real-world) clinical practice. Examples of diagnostic randomised clinical trials for 
various cancer indications have been published for well over 20 years and include trials that have 
validated diagnostic, prognostic and predictive tests that are based on gene expression, liquid biopsies, AI, 
imaging, antibody tests, etc. Randomisation can be done in 2-arm or multiple-arm designs, paired designs, 
cluster-randomisation of entire hospitals in one Member State or European region versus other hospitals 
in other Member States or European regions, etc.


